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Recently, Veksler, Myers, and Gluck (2015) proposed model flexibility analysis as a method that “aids
model evaluation by providing a metric for gauging the persuasiveness of a given fit” (p. 755) Model
flexibility analysis measures the complexity of a model in terms of the proportion of all possible data
patterns it can predict. We show that this measure does not provide a reliable way to gauge complexity,
which prevents model flexibility analysis from fulfilling either of the 2 aims outlined by Veksler et al.
(2015): absolute and relative model evaluation. We also show that model flexibility analysis can even fail
to correctly quantify complexity in the most clear cut case, with nested models. We advocate for the use
of well-established techniques with these characteristics, such as Bayes factors, normalized maximum
likelihood, or cross-validation, and against the use of model flexibility analysis. In the discussion, we
explore 2 issues relevant to the area of model evaluation: the completeness of current model selection
methods and the philosophical debate of absolute versus relative model evaluation.
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Recently, model flexibility analysis (MFA) has been proposed
(Veksler et al., 2015) as a new way of estimating the complexity
of a quantitative model. This estimate of complexity is to be used
to answer the question raised in Roberts and Pashler’s (2000)
seminal article, “How Persuasive Is a Good Fit?” MFA examines
all the different patterns of data that might be possible, and
assesses model complexity by measuring the proportion of those
data patterns which can be predicted by the model. For example, if
the dependent variables (DVs) of interest in a model are reaction
time (RT) and accuracy, MFA involves first listing all possible
combinations of RT and accuracy that could be observed, and then
asking what proportion of those combinations the model can
predict. A complex (or flexible) model, under this framework, is
one that can cover a large proportion of the DV space.
The goal of MFA, to highlight the issue of model flexibility by
drawing attention to the range of predictions a model can make
about the data, is laudable. A model that can predict almost any
combination of RT and accuracy is less informative than one that
makes a tight prediction about the relationship between those DVs.
Quantifying model complexity in this way is important, as some
commonly used model selection techniques do not adequately
capture this type of complexity. For example, some methods rely
on estimating model complexity by parameter counting (Akaike
information criterion [AIC; Burman & Anderson, 2002], Bayesian
information criterion [BIC; Schwarz, 1978]), but this can be misleading, because not all parameters are equal.
However, there are important flaws in MFA, including its inability to handle the simple, unambiguous case of “nested” models,

Choosing between competing theories or models is an important
aspect of the scientific method. The process of model selection
aims to differentiate models on the basis of their predictions and to
select the model that best explains the phenomenon of interest
(Myung, 2000; Myung & Pitt, 1997) or that provides the best
predictions about future data (Gelman, Hwang, & Vehtari, 2014;
Vehtari & Gelman, 2014). This almost always involves balancing
two competing qualities of the models. The first is goodness-of-fit,
or how well the model predictions match the data. If a model
cannot predict the observed data, it is a poor model, but the
converse is not always true. For instance, a more complex model
may provide a better fit than a less complex model because of its
inherently greater flexibility. This highlights the second quality:
model complexity, or flexibility. As the principle of Occam’s razor
points out, a more complex model is a poorer model, all else being
equal. The development and use of methods that better account for
model complexity is an important and ongoing goal for many
fields of science, including psychology.
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its lack of invariance over data transformations, and its unsuitability for a large class of model comparisons. This article explores
these issues as follows. First, we give a brief explanation of the
theory and application of MFA, and compare it with a conceptually
similar approach to model complexity—normalized maximum
likelihood (NML). Following that, we will address the most striking failing of MFA: its inability to successfully handle the nested
models problem. Last, we address issues with the two tasks that
Veksler et al. (2015) suggested MFA be used for: absolute and
relative model evaluation.
In addition to pointing out issues with MFA, we highlight
existing, well-established model selection techniques that do not
share the problems of MFA, such as Bayes factors (see Kass &
Raftery, 1995, for an in-depth explanation) and NML (see Myung,
Navarro, & Pitt, 2006, or Klauer & Kellen, 2015 for an in-depth
explanation). We show that NML, although its shares many similarities with MFA, does not share the flaws we highlight.

MFA
MFA aims to assess the complexity of a model through the
range of predictions that the model can make. Specifically, MFA
involves specifying a model, a range of unique parameter values
selected without reference to the data under consideration, and
measure or measures (i.e., DVs) of interest. The model is then used
to simulate data from every possible combination of these selected
unique parameter values. If j is the number of unique values
selected for each parameter, these simulations result in jk joint data
predictions for the DVs, where k is the number of parameters in the
model. The number the number of cells required to calculate the
MFA measure increases exponentially with k, which will present
practical difficulties for models with a large number of parameters,
but this is a problem common to many model selection methods.
The joint data predictions are then used to explore the data space,
which is represented as the unit hypercube, [0, 1]n where n is the
number of DVs (i.e., each DV is normalized between 0 and 1).
n
Last, a grid is placed across this data space, with 兹 jk grid cells per
k
dimension, creating j grid cells in total. The complexity estimate
is then simply the proportion of cells that include at least one
model prediction.
To illustrate the MFA procedure, consider applying MFA to
models derived from signal detection theory (SDT; see Green &
Swets, 1966). Consider an SDT model that has two parameters, d=
(sensitivity) and C (criterion), and which produces two key DVs of
interest, hit rate (HR) and false alarm rate (FAR). Suppose we
select parameter ranges of 0 to 3.25 for d= and ⫺1.6 to ⫹ 1.65 for
C, and intervals of 0.05 for each. This creates 66 unique values
(i.e., j) for each parameter, and therefore, 4,356 (662) joint parameter pairs, and the same number of data predictions of the model
for HR and FAR. To work out the complexity of the model using
MFA, we then ask what proportion of the (HR, FAR) combinations in the data space are filled by these predictions. The data
space, in this specific example, is a 2-dimensional grid of the
possible joint predictions of HR and FAR, with the grid having a
height and width of the 66 cells, making each cell 0.015 ⫻ 0.015
units in size. This results in a final complexity value of 0.3985,
because the joint data space predictions of the SDT model covers
39.85% (1,736) of the total number of grid spaces (4,356), and
therefore, 39.85% of its prediction are unique (and 2,620, or

60.15%, are redundant) according to the granularity of the given
grid.
MFA is not the only procedure that assesses the complexity of
a model through the range of predictions that the model can make.
For example, NML directly considers all possible data and assesses how well the model fits each of these possible data patterns.
This assessment is made via maximum likelihood estimation,
which usually entails parameter optimization. In NML, complexity
is just the average of these likelihood values, or their integral in the
continuous case. To handle very large and small numbers, this is
usually represented in log form (Klauer & Kellen, 2015).
It is important to note that NML differs from MFA in a few key
ways, which point to the cause of the issues with MFA discussed
in this article. First, NML does not require a range of model
parameter values to be specified to generate model predicted data
from. Instead, NML assesses all possible data outcomes, and
identifies best-fitting parameters for those. Second, NML does not
require data summary statistics as DVs, unless those are used in
maximum-likelihood estimation (e.g., the SDT model uses HR and
FAR to find maximum likelihood parameter estimates). This contrasts with MFA, which uses data summaries in order to reduce the
model analysis to a reasonably sized n dimensional grid. Third,
NML requires the model to have a method for maximum likelihood estimation, whereas MFA merely requires a model that can
be used to simulate data. This is an advantage for MFA over NML.
However, modern methods for approximating model likelihoods
can ameliorate this issue (see Discussion section).

MFA Can Fail to Deal Appropriately With
Nested Models
If one model can predict all of the data patterns of another
model, and some extra data patterns on top, then the larger model
is said to nest the smaller. In such simple cases, the nested model
is unambiguously less complex than the nesting model. However,
even in this unambiguous case, MFA can fail. An example can be
seen in the original MFA article. In their example of applying
MFA labeled “Simulation 2,” Veksler et al. (2015) compare the
MFA complexity values given by three models: the reinforcement
learning model, the associative learning model, and the SAwSu
model. It is found that the SAwSu model is the least complex of the
three, as well as having a superior goodness-of-fit, suggesting that
the fit of the SAwSu model is highly persuasive. However, as
shown in Veksler, Myers, and Gluck (2014), the SAwSu model is
actually a combination of the relative learning and associative
learning models, meaning that those models are nested within the
SAwSu model. This guarantees that the SAwSu model is more
complex than the other two models, because it can predict any data
patterns that they can predict, plus others. However, MFA draws
the opposite conclusion, and leads the authors to incorrectly overstate the persuasiveness of evidence for the SAwSu model. The
SAwSu model must fit at least as well as the other two models,
regardless of the data that are observed, because it nests those
models. The real question is whether its advantage in fit is more
than can be explained by its greater flexibility alone. MFA cannot
answer this question, and even leads the researcher away from the
question, by wrongly estimating the persuasiveness of the fit.
The nested-model problem is not unique to the example of the
SAwSu model. The problem also arises with signal detection the-

Table 1
Eight MFA and Two NML Analyses of the SDT Model
Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
NML
NML

Model

Complexity

Equal variance
Bigger d= range
Bigger C range
Smaller d= range
Smaller C range
Exponential transform
Logarithmic transform
Unequal variance
Equal variance
Unequal variances

.41
.14
.14
.21
.17
.20
1.0
.23
⫺3.9
⫺3.6

Note. See the online supplemental material for details. Row 1 shows the
model flexibility analysis (MFA) analysis of equal-variance signal detection theory (SDT), with dependent variables (DVs) hit rate (HR) and
false-alarm rate (FAR), and reasonable ranges for the d0 and C. Rows 2– 8
are MFA analyses of SDT identical to that of row 1, except that Rows 2 and
3 increase the parameter ranges for d0 and C, respectively; Rows 4 and 5
decrease the parameter ranges; Rows 6 and 7 apply exponential and
logarithmic transformations of the DVs, respectively. Row 8 analyzes the
unequal-variance SDT model, which nests the equal-variance SDT model.
Rows 9 and 10 show the normalized maximum likelihood (NML) analysis
of the equal-variance and unequal-variance SDT models, respectively.
Note that the NML complexity value is calculated by integrating over the
log-likelihood of all observable data, meaning that its value can be any real
number. However, the principle remains the same, where smaller values
indicate less complex models.
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ory. Allowing for a different variance in SDT distributions (known
as unequal variance SDT; UV-SDT) produces a model that nests
the simpler equal-variance SDT. UV-SDT is clearly more complex
as it can accommodate any pattern of data which equal-variance
SDT can accommodate, simply by choosing the variances of the
signal and noise distributions to be equal. Despite this, as can be
seen in Table 1, MFA assigns a higher complexity value for
equal-variance SDT than it does for UV-SDT (compare Rows 1 vs.
8). Again, MFA identifies one model (UV-SDT) as less complex
than another model (equal variance SDT) that is completely nested
within it. By contrast, NML does not have this problem, correctly
identifying the UV-SDT model as more complex (see Table 1).
This problem with MFA arises because the number of parameter
combinations that must be examined grows when extra parameters
are added to a model. As the number of parameter combinations
increase, the number of spaces in the MFA grid is increased to
compensate, meaning that models with more parameters will also
have a finer grid in the data space, and so more data cells to fill.
Figure 1 illustrates this using the example of equal-variance SDT
versus UV-SDT. This becomes an issue when many parameter
combinations fill the same grid cells in DV space, as MFA does
not weight each grid cell by the number of predictions it contains,
but instead only counts the number of cells containing at least one
prediction. Such redundancy (i.e., more than one prediction is a
cell) can occur more frequently in the nesting model than the
nested model, because of overlapping parameter combinations
caused by the increased dimensionality of the nesting model.
Using the equal-variance SDT and UV-SDT example, the number of parameter combinations grows from j2 in the case of
equal-variance SDT to j3 in UV-SDT. This means that the number
of data grid spaces for UV-SDT is j times bigger than for equalvariance SDT, and that for UV-SDT to be considered as complex
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Figure 1. A model flexibility analysis of the equal-variances signal
detection theory (SDT) model (top panel) and unequal-variance SDT
model (bottom panel). The axes show hit rate (HR) and false alarm rate
(FAR), and define the space of all possible data patterns. The SDT model
covers 41% of the data space, with the parameters and parameter ranges of
that in model flexibility analysis (MFA) analysis in Table 1, Row 1. The
model spans almost half of the grid, with increasingly common “holes” in
the grid toward the diagonal, because of an issue with MFA caused by
parameter granularity explored further in text. The unequal-variance–SDT
(UV-SDT) model uses the parameters and parameter ranges of that in MFA
analysis in Table 1, Row 9, and clearly covers a much greater portion of
this data space than the standard SDT model. However, the model is said
to only cover 23% of the data space according to MFA, as the number of
“holes” in the grid are substantially greater because of the increased
granularity which comes with the greater number of parameter combinations.

as equal-variance SDT it must fill j times more grid spaces than
SDT. However, because of its additional variance parameter, in the
UV-SDT model each combination of the other two parameters, d=
and C, which are shared between the models, are repeated j times
in UV-SDT (for each value of the variance scaling parameter),
resulting in a large number of redundant data predictions that fall
within the same grid cells as one another. The final result of this
redundancy is that MFA considers the UV-SDT model as less
complex, as it fills a smaller proportion of the total grid cells.
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A simple potential remedy is to constrain the total size of the
data grid to be constant across models. However, this kind of ad
hoc solution leads to other problems. By enforcing this constraint, the complex model will have a greater number of
predicted DV samples than the simple model while being fit
into a grid of the same size, meaning the proportion filled will
no longer reflect complexity, and instead reflect the number of
parameter samples used from the model. Methods to equalize
the number of samples from each model—such as randomly
taking a number of samples from the complex model’s predicted DVs equal to that of the simple model—result in the
simple model still being viewed as more complex. Although
there may be other potential remedies that can be suggested to
this problem, it is clear that the published version is problematic.

Is the Measure Provided by MFA Invariant?
Choosing different DVs to summarize the data, or simulating
different, yet plausible, ranges of the parameter values, can have
serious consequences for the complexity that MFA estimates.
Veksler et al. (2015) propose this as a strength of MFA, as
experiments can be found that allow model fits to be persuasive
(i.e., have complexity values below some criterion, see their Simulation 4). However, it is also an important weakness of the
approach, and shows that MFA frequently varies in its categorization of model’s fits as “persuasive” or not.
To illustrate consider again the equal-variance SDT model.
Table 1 shows the range of complexity values MFA assigns to this
model under different scenarios. Row 1 gives a complexity measure of 0.41 based on HR and FAR DVs as discussed previously.
If we allow a wider range of parameters (Rows 2 and 3), MFA
estimates a lower complexity value. Such a finding is unambiguously incorrect though, as a wider range of parameter values
allows for a greater range of predictions. This is actually another
case of nested models which MFA gets wrong—the large-range
version of the model nests the small-range version. MFA’s inherent inability to factor in redundancy in parameter estimates, as
discussed earlier in the section on nested models, creates a scenario
in which MFA estimates decreasing complexity when the flexibility of the model unambiguously increases.
The lack of invariance can also be seen in other simple changes.
If we decrease the parameter range (Rows 4 and 5), MFA again
estimates a decrease in complexity value, as the model can now not
predict the same range of DV combinations. The changes in
MFA-estimated complexity of the SDT model with reasonable
changes in parameter range are substantial—“complexity” nearly
triples, from 0.14 to 0.41. Additionally, commonly used transformations of the DVs have substantial and unpredictable effects on
the MFA complexity of the SDT model. Table 1 illustrates this
with the exponential (Row 6) and natural logarithm (Row 7)
transformations, which approximately halve and double, respectively, the apparent complexity of the SDT model.
Last, the choice of data summary variables and the scale on
which data values are measured is critical to MFA and the complexity value produced by the method. In many fields, such as
those that are interested in the entire distribution of the data, the
decision of how to summarize the data into a finite number of DVs
has many potential solutions. One such example DV is response

time (RT), where different aspects of the distribution of RT are
important. A case in point is provided by the EZ diffusion model
(Wagenmakers, Van Der Maas, & Grasman, 2007), which is
estimated from three data summary statistics: the probability of a
correct choice, and the mean and variance of correct response RT.
Applying MFA to the EZ diffusion produces very different conclusions based upon whether the variance in RT is included or not
(0.02 and 0.28, respectively).
Fortunately, there are well-established methods for model selection that do not suffer from these problems. Bayes factors will
only vary with parameter transformations if the prior distributions
for the parameters are not subjected to the same transformations.
NML separates goodness-of-fit from model complexity, like MFA.
However, the transformation of data presents no issue for NML, as
this is reflected in a change to the likelihood function; something
that MFA ignores. In addition, NML is not vulnerable to the
parameter range issues of MFA, as it is based directly in the data
space, rather than operating via the parameter space like MFA.
Last, there is no requirement within the NML framework to
summarize the data into specific dependent variables, as is required in the MFA framework, allowing it avoid potential issues
associated with the choice of summary variables.

Is MFA Appropriate for Relative Evaluation
of Models?
The second key part of the MFA approach suggested by Veksler
et al. (2015) is that MFA can be used for the relative evaluation of
models, where a simpler model providing a superior fit to the data
would be highly persuasive, whereas a more complex model
providing a superior fit to the data would be less persuasive. The
complexity measure assigned by MFA to a model changes with
different transformations of the data, but this might not be problematic for relative evaluations if those transformations changed
the complexity of different models equally. That is, MFA’s complexity measure could still be useful for model selection if a
transformation of the data maintains the ratio of complexity for
different models, or at the very least, their order. Unfortunately,
this is not the case.
As an example, we considered the fuzzy logic, linear integration, and signal detection models for perception that have previously been used to test model-selection methods (Myung & Pitt,
1997). We used the same two-by-two design and parameters (one
per condition) as Myung and Pitt (1997) (see supplementary materials for details). When using raw probability as the DV, MFA
considers the fuzzy logic model of perception (FLMP) to be the
most complex model, followed by SDT and then the linear integration model; (see Table 2, Rows 1, 2, 3). After probit (Rows 4,
5, 6) or logit (Rows 7, 8, 9) transformations of the dependent
variables, things that are commonly practiced with probability
data, the ratio of complexity between models changes markedly.
Even more disturbing, when the data are exponentially transformed (Rows 10, 11, 12), MFA reverses its preference, now
considering SDT to be more complex than FLMP, even though
the analysis is based on a monotonically transformed version of
exactly the same data. Thus, relative complexity results depend
heavily on the data measurement units used in the MFA analysis.

MODEL FLEXIBILITY

Table 2
Complexity Values for MFA Analyses of the LIM, FLMP, and
SDT Models From Myung and Pitt (1997)
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Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA
MFA

Model

Complexity

LIM
FLMP
SDTpercep
LIM probit transformation
FLMP probit transformation
SDT probit transformation
LIM logit transformation
FLMP logit transformation
SDT logit transformation
LIM exponential transformation
FLMP exponential transformation
SDT exponential transformation

.1319
.1794
.1692
.2199
.5008
.2926
.2016
.3907
.2273
.0385
.06
.063

Note. Rows 1–3 show results for probability dependent variables (DVs).
All following rows are identical except Rows 4 – 6 use a probit transformation of the DVs and Rows 7–9 a logit transformation (in both cases
renormalized by the maximum value, so to keep all values between 0 and
1, as is required for the MFA analysis). Rows 10 –12 report results for
exponentially transformed DVs. LIM ⫽ linear integration model; FLMP ⫽
fuzzy logic model of perception; SDT ⫽ signal detection theory.

Is MFA Useful for Model Selection?
Veksler et al. (2015) provide three simulated examples to show
how MFA can be used in combination with a measure of
goodness-of-fit to decide upon the best model. Even if MFA’s
inability to provide an absolute or relative measure of complexity
could be remedied we believe its use in model selection is problematic. This is because a quantitative method of combining MFAcomplexity with goodness-of-fit is lacking, so it is difficult to
apply except in cases where candidate models fit equally well and
are only separated by complexity.
Veksler et al. (2015) suggest using MFA in conjunction with a
measure of goodness-of-fit—if a simpler model has a higher
likelihood then it is highly persuasive, and if a more complex
model has a higher likelihood then it is less persuasive. However,
it is difficult to see how this could be implemented in an objective
way. Exactly how much extra complexity can a better fit justify?
This is the kind of question that frequently arises in model selection, and which cannot be addressed by MFA. For example,
suppose Model A is the best fitting currently available model that
falls below the desired level of complexity that would allow its fit
to be “persuasive.” Further, suppose that Model A provides only a
relatively poor account of the data. Now suppose Model B is
proposed: it provides an extremely good account of the data, but is
slightly above the desired level of complexity. Although Model B
may justify its extra complexity with a greatly superior goodnessof-fit—as could be assessed by a model selection metric that
integrates goodness-of-fit and complexity—the MFA approach
might count Model B’s fit as not being “persuasive,” which could
lead to the rejection of Model B. Although MFA could be used in
a situation where the goodness-of-fit of both models is identical, or
extremely similar, this situation is quite rare, and it might prove
difficult to objectively identify what an acceptable level of similarity would be.
These problems do not afflict other methods of model selection,
such as Bayes Factors and NML. For Bayes factors, complexity
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and goodness of fit are naturally integrated, as the complexity
correction is contained within the prior distribution, and therefore
influences the marginal probability for each model. For NML, the
complexity term is expressed in the same units as the goodnessof-fit term (likelihood), which allows easy combination.

Discussion
One of the main goals of model selection is to choose the best
predictive model of a given phenomenon. This requires a metric
that accounts for both goodness-of-fit and model flexibility. There
are several methods to do this in principled ways. MFA, on the
other hand, exhibits a range of flaws. Although Veksler et al.
(2015) recommend MFA as a complement to goodness of fit
metrics, rather than a replacement, we contend that these flaws
make it unsuitable even for a support role.
First, and most strikingly, MFA is unable to deal with the
simplest model complexity issue, nested models. This occurs because MFA fails to account for redundancy in the way parameter
combinations produce data patterns. There can be no doubt that a
nested model with fewer parameters is less complex than a nesting
model with a greater number of parameters, yet MFA can draw the
opposite conclusion.
Second, MFA assigns varying complexity values depending on
the researcher’s choices about parameter ranges and data transformations. This makes MFA unable to provide meaningful values for
either absolute or relative model evaluation. In addition, MFA is
severely limited in scope, because it cannot be combined with
goodness-of-fit. We contend that these issues make MFA unsuitable as a tool for model evaluation or selection.
Although MFA is unfit for use as a tool of model selection,
some of the underlying principles of MFA are both useful and
important. First, the importance of model complexity is often
understated, with researchers focusing only on goodness-of-fit,
even with complex models. This is problematic, as finding the best
model requires accounting for complexity, which is something that
Veksler et al. (2015) highlight. Second, Veksler et al. (2015)
attempted to addresses the key issues of functional-form and data
space complexity, which are ignored by some standard metrics
(including BIC, AIC, and nested model chi-square tests).
Fortunately, there are well-established alternative methods that
address these issues, yet are not subject to the problems of MFA;
two examples discussed in this article are Bayes factors and NML.
In most cases, NML is also not much more computationally
demanding than MFA. In their standard guises, both NML and
Bayes factors require a sometimes difficult-to-compute probability
density function for the model, which is a disadvantage relative to
MFA— MFA requires only the ability to generate synthetic data
from the model. This disadvantage is mitigated by recent work that
combines model simulations with a kernel density estimators to
approximate a probability density function (Holmes, 2015; Turner
& Sederberg, 2012; Turner, Dennis, & Van Zandt, 2013; Turner,
Sederberg, & McClelland, 2016). This approach extends the application of methods like Bayes factors and NML to models
lacking a tractable probability density function. We recommend
that these methods, and not MFA, be used in future research for the
crucially important task of model selection taking into account
functional form complexity.
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Are Current Methods of Model Selection Complete?
The concepts and issues discussed in this article also lead to
broader, philosophical issues regarding methods of model selection, and model evaluation in general. Even one of the more
successful methods previously mentioned within this article, Bayes
factors, is an incomplete metric. Bayes factors ignore an important
part of inference: the prior likelihood of each model. When multiplied by the ratio of the prior model likelihoods, the Bayes factor
gives the posterior model probability, which may be a better way
to select models. This is important because there are many reasons
that scientists hold for preferring one model over another, a priori.
For example, one model may have greater theoretical plausibility,
or more convenient statistical properties, or may have enjoyed a
vast amount previous success. These factors might be incorporated
into model priors, which might reasonably differ between scientists, for the same model comparison.
These considerations can make it difficult to agree on a reasonable way to identify prior probabilities for different models. A new
approach for addressing this issue, and other issues in model
selection, uses the concept of data priors. This method takes a
conceptually similar approach to MFA, based on a grid over the
data space. More specifically, this method involves specifying a
prior for the data space, which gives a prior likelihood to each
possible data outcome, and then calculating the prior model odd
ratio based upon which model best accounts for each potential
outcome (by some researcher-defined metric), and the likelihood
associated with that outcome.
Data priors allow a variety of different a priori model preferences to be incorporated into Bayesian model selection, which
confers several advantages. First, this method is able to adjust for
the relative ability of the models to account for previous data
within this paradigm, by specifying a data prior that is reflective of
previous data outcomes and how often they occur. Second, this
method is able to reflect a researcher’s prior preference in a type
of model (e.g., simple, useful, most accurate), simply by changing
the metric by which the models are judged upon for the potential
data outcomes. Based upon these benefits, the method of specifying data priors appears to be a promising avenue for exploration to
extend Bayes factors to full Bayesian inference (see Chandramouli
& Shiffrin, 2015 for more detail).

Absolute Versus Relative Evaluation
Another important issue alluded to within this article is the two
broad ways in which models can be evaluated: in an absolute
sense, or in a relative sense. Historically, model selection has been
largely focused on relative evaluation, with most metrics of model
evaluation having little meaning in an absolute sense, and only
being meaningful when compared to other models (e.g., AIC, BIC,
Bayes factors). However, relative evaluation has a key shortcoming, that the researcher has no indication of how well each individual model accounts for the data. For example, the selected
model could simply be the best of many terrible alternatives, but
this will not be apparent from a relative evaluation. This shortcoming indicates a need for absolute methods of evaluation, which
focus on how well an individual model can account for empirical
trends. The situation is not straightforward though; if there is no
alternate model to be evaluated against, then what is the criterion
for classing a model as “good” or “bad” at an absolute level?

For example, consider the complexity term for NML. As seen in
Table 1, the complexity term given through NML for the equalvariances SDT model is ⫺3.9. However, what meaning does this
number have without something to contrast it to? When compared
to the NML complexity term of the unequal-variances SDT model,
which is ⫺3.6, we can see that the equal-variances model is the
less complex model, showing an ability to make an interpretation
in relative evaluation. However, when no point of comparison is
present, the complexity term of ⫺3.9 is not useful as an absolute
measure of complexity.
One system for absolute evaluation, like that suggested by
Veksler et al. (2015) for MFA, would be to use some criterion to
evaluate models against, resulting in each model being classed as
“good” or “bad” at an absolute level. However, how should that
criterion be developed, and how and when it should be changed?
Failing to carefully consider these issues properly can have dire
consequences for scientific research, similar to the consequences
of settling on ␣ ⫽ .05 for null-hypothesis significance testing
(Leggett, Thomas, Loetscher, & Nicholls, 2013). Unless there is
some clear, theoretically based criterion, it appears only sensible to
use different criteria in different research areas, based upon how
well other models have performed. As an extreme example, models for solar astronomy match the data much more closely than
models in cognitive psychology, meaning that using the same
absolute evaluation criterion would be unwise. Of course, using a
criterion that is based on other models is just another way of
moving toward relative model evaluation. Perhaps the primary
purpose of absolute evaluation should not be to evaluate whether
a model is “good” or “bad,” but to discover empirical trends that
the best models in the field—found through relative evaluation—
cannot capture, and use this as direction for model extensions, such
as was done in the many extensions of the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998).

Conclusion
The ability to evaluate models is fundamental to our ability to
advance quantitative science. Veksler et al. (2015) proposed a new
method, MFA, for evaluating the flexibility and complexity of
models, in both an absolute and relative sense. Additionally, Veksler et al. (2015) gave several examples that attempted to show
how MFA could be used in selecting between competing models.
However, we show that MFA is inappropriate for either absolute or
relative model evaluation, because of both its unambigiously incorrect classification of nested models and its lack of transformation invariance. Additionally, given that MFA has no natural way
of integrating with a metric of goodness-of-fit, it will be of little
use for model selection even if the above problems were to be
fixed. Instead, we recommend that current, well-established methods be used for model selection, such as Bayes factors, NML, or
cross-validation.
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